Social
Entrepreneurship
Challenge

What is the HACIA
Democracy Social!
Entrepreneurship
Challenge?

TheHACIADemocracySocialBntrepreneurshipChallenge(SEC)aimstodevelopyoung
entrepreneurialleaderswithastrongsenseof civicengagementlna.nutshell,participants

form teams to identify a problem in their communities and propose an innovative

and sustainable community-based project to address it A grand prize will be awarded
to the project that best exhibits extraordinary innovation, impact, and sustainability.

By participating in the SEC, HACIA delegates get the unique chance to:

•
•
•
•
•

Why Was it
Created?

turn their ideas into concrete projects
generate significant social change in their communities
receive support and mentorsh ·p from Harvard students
inspire others in the HACIA community and beyond
put their creativity and leadership in action

HACIA's main driving force is our wholehearted belief in the power of the youths to

transform the world we live in. Over our 25 years of experience we have witnessed
how Latin American youths have become increasingly aware of the pressing social

issues facing their countries and the region as a whole, and of the urgency to find
real solutions. Clear examples of this are the strong youth-led social movements
that have emerged in the past few years to denounce serious issues of social

inequality as well as demand urgent changes from their respective governments.

However, we believe it is time for the Latin American youths to take their

civic engagement to new heights, adopting an entrepreneurial attitude that
harnesses their potential for the implementation of their own social-impact

initiatives. Social entrepreneurship is not only associated with a more cohesive
society, but also with the development of crucial skills for the 21st century,
including leadership, critical thinking, innovation, flexibility, and collaboration.
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15 January 2021

SEC application goes live

15 February 2021

Deadline to submit written application including YouTube
link to pitch video

20 February 2021

Finalist teams announced by email and on HACIA social
media

24-28 February 2021

HACIA Board holds Skype meetings with each of the
finalist teams

15 March 2021

Winners are announced during the HACIA 2020 Closing
Ceremonies

All HACIA 2021 delegates are eligible to participate in the SEC, either individually
or in teams.
Teams may have as many members as desired and may include individuals that
are not participating in HACIA 2021 (e.g. school mates, neighbors, friends), as
long as they are currently enrolled in an institution of primary or secondary
education. It is important to note that we request that at least ONE team member be
an HACIA 2021 delegate.
Each team MUST have a Team Leader and a Teacher/ Staff Sponsor (both of which
must be indicated in the Written Application Form).
Team Leader: This will be the team member that will act as the contact person
between the team and the HACIA Board of Directors. Among other things, the team
leader will be responsible for submitting all application materials on time and
scheduling a Skype interview with the HACIA Board should the team make it to the
final round. The Team Leader must be an HACIA delegate.
Teacher/Staff Sponsor: This can be a teacher or staff member in the school of one of
the team members Who will act as the responsible adult for the team (e.g. the Teacher/
Staff Sponsor of the winning team will receive any monetary awards on behalf of the
students and will be in charge of distributing it among the team members).

Selection Criteria
1. Pitch Video. The Pitch Video will be judged using the criteria below. Please note that it will not be
judged on the video materials used (e.g. professional cameras vs. iPhone cameras, etc.).

Criterion

Mistakes to Avoid

Concept Overview:
Was the social problem they are trying to
address clear?
Was the proposed solution clear?
Is the idea innovative?
Does the idea have a measurable impact?

Did they fail to inform the viewer what the
concept was?
Is the idea unoriginal?
Is the concept unrealistic?
Was the viewer left with too many unanswered
questions?

Target beneficiaries and sustainablitiy:
Is it clear who the target population (school,
children, youths, adults, etc.) is?
Is this something that people will want, use or
need?
Is the cost/benefit proposed feasible and
reasonable? Is the idea sustainable?
Can the idea be scaled?

Did they fail to mention the target population?
Did they overestimate who might benefit/use
the product?
Is the potential financial cost or amount of work
too high for the projected benefit?

Presentation:
Did the visual keep the presentation within the
allotted time?
Did they tell a coherent “story” (does not need
to be a literal story)?
Did they use clear and simple language and
design?
Were there slides/visuals clean and appealing to
the viewer?
Were the visuals effective at garnering the
viewers attention?
Did the visuals make an emotional connection
with the viewer?

Did the video or its presenters seem too casual?
Did they provide too much detail?
Too many slides/visuals?
Did it fail to move the viewer?

2. Written Application. The written application will be judged using the following criteria.
2. Written application. The written application will be judged using the following criteria

Criterion

Description

Overall project

The applicant(s) have presented a well thought-out, thorough project.
They demonstrate a clear understanding of the social problem addressed
and thir proposed solution appears effective, innovative yet realistic, and
sustainable.
Passion/interest in The applicant(s) demonstrate(s) solid knowledge and conviction about the
project
importance of the social problem addressed. The applicant(s) demonstrate(s) a
strong investment in their idea/project, and commitment to pursuing it.
Effort

The applicant(s) put much effort into completing the application thoughtfully
before the deadline. There are no or almost no spelling, grammar or
punctuation mistakes. Answers are direct and succinct but still meaningful.

3. Interview. The interview will be judged using the following criteria.

Criterion

Description

Maturity

The applicant(s) have presented a well thought-out, thorough project.
They demonstrate a clear understanding of the social problem addressed
and thir proposed solution appears effective, innovative yet realistic, and
sustainable.
The applicant(s) demonstrate(s) solid knowledge and conviction about the
importance of the social problem addressed. The applicant(s) demonstrate(s) a
strong investment in their idea/project, and commitment to pursuing it.

Passion and
dedication

General grasp of
the project

The applicant(s) put much effort into completing the application thoughtfully
before the deadline. There are no or almost no spelling, grammar or
punctuation mistakes. Answers are direct and succinct but still meaningful.

Problem Solving
Skills/Initiative

The applicant(s) demonstrate(s) ability to think logically and or creatively
about a problem and devise an appropriate solution. They have thought
critically about their idea or project. They show willingness to take initiave
and go beyond what is asked of them.

HACIA Democracy Social Entrepreneurship Award: to be given to the winning
team during the HACIA 2021 Closing Ceremonies. All other finalist teams will receive
a certificate acknowledging their participation in the SEC.
Mentorship and support: The SEC winning team will receive feedback and
mentorship from Harvard students after the HACIA 2021 conference. This mentorship
includes advice on obtaining funding for their project, how to implement the project
successfully, and how to maintain sustainability. In addition, the winning project will
receive substantial publicity on the different HACIA Democracy social outlets,
including the HACIA Democracy website, official Facebook page and Instagram
account.
Seed Funding: The winning team will receive US$600 for the implementation of their
project. US$300 (half of the funding) will be awarded during the HACIA 2021 Closing
Ceremonies. The second half will be delivered three months after the conference upon
receiving a detailed report of the team’s efforts to implement their project.

Personal Award: In addition to the seed funding, and also contingent on receiving a
detailed report of efforts, the winning team will receive US$200 as a personal award to
be distributed among the team members and spent as desired.

Social Entrepreneurship Challenge
2020 Written Application

Please start a separate Word document and answer the following questions. Submit your applications as
a Word or PDF document to development@hacia-democracy.org no later than 11:59PM EDT on February
15, 2021. Refer to the Evaluation Criteria for further guidance.

